User's Manual
TM
Magic Tap Model MT-200-xxx
(Remote Control Touch-Dimmer)
1. Install as show below. For any lamp that uses incandescent or
halogen bulb only. Be sure the lamp switch is turned ON.
(This model is not for use with fluorescent lamps.)
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2. Two ways to change lamp brightness:
a) Press remote control for about a second (range is approx 50'):
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1 Press = Dim; 2 = Medium; 3 = High; 4 = Off
b) Tap of the fingers (near top center):
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1 Tap = Dim; 2 = Medium; 3 = High; 4 = Off
3. Keychain remote control can also be wall mounted anywhere using a plastic
holder (included).
4. Built-in night light may be set for “Normal” or “Low”. Simply move the slide
switch located on the bottom one way or the other.
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5. It is normal for Magic Tap slightly warm to the touch during normal operation.
TM
Do not use Magic Tap with another dimmer in the same circuit. Do not use
near water!
6. If you intend to add a second MT-200 xxx in your home, be sure you select a
unit with a different Channel (A, B, or C) in order to avoid interference. Each
TM
remote is matched to a Magic Tap .
Specifications:
Input Power: 110 VAC, 60 Hz
Internal Dissipation: 5W
Maximum Load: 150W bulb
CSA listed
Battery (remote control): 12-Volt Alkaline battery (Type 23A)
Remote control operates on one of three channels (A, B or C)
FCC: This device complies with Part 15 of the FCC Rules. Operation is subject to the
following two conditions: 1) This device may not cause harmful interference, and 2) This
device must accept any interference received, including interference that may cause
undesired operation.
For more information, call Customer service 1-905-456-8883 or
email support@skylinkhome.com
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